Each luminaire shall be equipped with an ‘intelligent’ electronic sensor providing movement
detection, light level sensing and an infra-red receiver for programming and remote control.
Luminaires shall be capable of being linked together to form motion groups. Linking shall be possible
using a two core bus or wirelessly using an 868/922 MHz transceiver. Movement detected by one
sensor will be signalled to all other sensors in its group. No bus power supply or other ancillary
control devices will be required to facilitate such operation. Sensors shall be capable of ‘absence’
mode operation in conjunction with a scene control plate or infra-red handset. Each sensor shall
provide individual dimming of the luminaire and maintain a set illumination level. Grouped dimming
shall not be acceptable for daylight control. Sensors shall be fully programmable and reconfigurable
using a hand held infra-red programmer. The programmer shall be capable of reading back and
displaying current sensor settings and power/maintenance monitoring information from individual
luminaires. Monitoring can be reset by the user. Sensors to be capable of operating DALI and DSI
digital ballasts. Emergency luminaires shall be self-test with built in wireless capability, operating on
the same wireless network as the standard intelligent luminaires. Tests can be initiated using an
infra-red programmer as well as retrieving emergency operational status information. The system
shall be monitored by a central wireless Gateway. This device will upload system status and energy
performance to a website for users to view in a graphical format. Wireless connectivity Luminaires
shall be capable of being inter-connected wirelessly. Operational frequency shall be 868/922 MHz
with low data rates - less than 1%. The system shall work on a mesh networking principle and be
capable of adding link addresses across a building providing a corridor hold function. The link
addressing shall be independent from the group addressing. Programmable settings can be altered
from floor level using an infra-red programming device. ‘Touch’ scene control Sensors shall be
capable of responding to scene controls from a wall-mounted touch sensitive control plate or a
hand-held remote controller. Each sensor shall be individually programmed and reconfigurable for
each scene. The system shall be capable of setting either fixed scenes which are a percentage of full
output, or automatic scenes which will maintain an illumination level expressed as a percentage of
the standard light level setting. Scene control plates shall be of the capacitive sensing type. Each
function shall have a status LED which will display the current system status. Scene plates shall be
printed to suit the application, and matching infra-red remote controllers shall also be available.
Remote controllers should be supplied with wall brackets and optional locking mechanisms. Each
control group shall be capable of using multiple scene control plates and its current setting will
automatically display on all scene plates. When the area is vacated the whole system should
automatically revert to ‘ECO’ energy saving mode. Addition of non-intelligent ‘slave’ luminaires The
system shall be capable of switching non-intelligent ‘slave’ luminaires based upon movement
detection of the main group of intelligent luminaires and shall be capable of being reconfigured for
all conditions - i.e. normal (automatic/ECO) operation, scene and vacant conditions. Emergency
luminaires Emergency luminaires shall be self-contained LED type, capable of communicating status
via the wireless mesh network to the Gateway. System test times and other parameters shall be
programmed via the website, this information shall be automatically downloaded to the Gateway.
The Gateway shall control all emergency testing and reporting automatically. Website system
monitoring all luminaires shall report status to the Gateway once per day. This will include failure
status and energy performance data. These records shall be uploaded to a website periodically
where the data will be stored securely and displayed in graphical format. The website will also store
supporting site documentation including ‘as fitted’ drawings, commissioning certificates and any
other documentation required by the end user. Environmental credentials the manufacturer shall be
independently certified to ISO14001. The manufacturer’s processes shall be carbon offset via a
quantifiable carbon offsetting scheme and shall include emissions from the lighting manufacturer’s
vehicles used for delivery and other project associated mileage.

